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as necessary, to assure timely imple-
mentation and enforcement of the 20
pCi/m 2-s flux standard.

(4) Upon receipt of a petition under
§ 61.226(b)(1) that is not dismissed under
§ 61.226(b)(2) or (b)(3), EPA will propose
to grant or deny an authorized petition
to reconsider, take comments on the
Agency’s proposed action, and take
final action granting or denying such
petition to reconsider within 300 days
of receipt.

(c) Reconsideration of rescission of this
subpart initiated by the Administrator. (1)
The Administrator may initiate recon-
sideration of the rescission and rein-
statement of this subpart as applied to
owners and operators of non-oper-
ational uranium mill tailings disposal
sites if EPA has reason to believe that
NRC or an affected Agreement State
has failed to implement and enforce, in
significant part, the regulations gov-
erning the disposal of uranium mill
tailings promulgated by EPA and NRC
or the tailings closure plan (radon) re-
quirements establishing milestones for
the purpose of emplacing a permanent
radon barrier that will achieve compli-
ance with the 20 pCi/m 2-s flux stand-
ard.

(2) Before the Administrator initiates
reconsideration of the rescission and
reinstatement of this subpart under
§ 61.226(c)(1), EPA shall consult with
NRC to address EPA’s concerns and if
the consultation does not resolve the
concerns, EPA shall provide NRC with
60 days notice of the Agency’s intent to
initiate rulemaking to reinstate this
subpart.

[59 FR 36302, July 15, 1994]

Subpart U [Reserved]

Subpart V—National Emission
Standard for Equipment Leaks
(Fugitive Emission Sources)

SOURCE: 49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984, unless
otherwise noted.

§ 61.240 Applicability and designation
of sources.

(a) The provisions of this subpart
apply to each of the following sources
that are intended to operate in volatile
hazardous air pollutant (VHAP) serv-

ice: pumps, compressors, pressure relief
devices, sampling connection systems,
open-ended valves or lines, valves,
flanges and other connectors, product
accumulator vessels, and control de-
vices or systems required by this sub-
part.

(b) The provisions of this subpart
apply to the sources listed in para-
graph (a) after the date of promulga-
tion of a specific subpart in part 61.

(c) While the provisions of this sub-
part are effective, a source to which
this subpart applies that is also subject
to the provisions of 40 CFR part 60 only
will be required to comply with the
provisions of this subpart.

§ 61.241 Definitions.

As used in this subpart, all terms not
defined herein shall have the meaning
given them in the Act, in subpart A of
part 61, or in specific subparts of part
61; and the following terms shall have
specific meaning given them:

Closed-vent system means a system
that is not open to atmosphere and
that is composed of piping, connec-
tions, and, if necessary, flow-inducing
devices that transport gas or vapor
from a piece or pieces of equipment to
a control device.

Connector means flanged, screwed,
welded, or other joined fittings used to
connect two pipe lines or a pipe line
and a piece of equipment. For the pur-
pose of reporting and recordkeeping,
connector means flanged fittings that
are not covered by insulation or other
materials that prevent location of the
fittings.

Control device means an enclosed
combustion device, vapor recovery sys-
tem, or flare.

Double block and bleed system means
two block valves connected in series
with a bleed valve or line that can vent
the line between the two block valves.

Equipment means each pump, com-
pressor, pressure relief device, sam-
pling connection system, open-ended
valve or line, valve, flange or other
connector, product accumulator vessel
in VHAP service, and any control de-
vices or systems required by this sub-
part.

First attempt at repair means to take
rapid action for the purpose of stopping
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or reducing leakage of organic mate-
rial to atmosphere using best practices.

In gas/vapor service means that a
piece of equipment contains process
fluid that is in the gaseous state at op-
erating conditions.

In liquid service means that a piece of
equipment is not in gas/vapor service.

In-situ sampling systems means non-
extractive samplers or in-line sam-
plers.

In vacuum service means that equip-
ment is operating at an internal pres-
sure which is at least 5 kilopascals
(kPa) below ambient pressure.

In VHAP service means that a piece of
equipment either contains or contacts
a fluid (liquid or gas) that is at least 10
percent by weight a volatile hazardous
air pollutant (VHAP) as determined ac-
cording to the provisions of § 61.245(d).
The provisions of § 61.245(d) also specify
how to determine that a piece of equip-
ment is not in VHAP service.

In VOC service means, for the pur-
poses of this subpart, that (a) the piece
of equipment contains or contacts a
process fluid that is at least 10 percent
VOC by weight (see 40 CFR 60.2 for the
definition of volatile organic compound
or VOC and 40 CFR 60.485(d) to deter-
mine whether a piece of equipment is
not in VOC service) and (b) the piece of
equipment is not in heavy liquid serv-
ice as defined in 40 CFR 60.481.

Open-ended valve or line means any
valve, except pressure relief valves,
having one side of the valve seat in
contact with process fluid and one side
open to atmosphere, either directly or
through open piping.

Pressure release means the emission of
materials resulting from the system
pressure being greater than the set
pressure of the pressure relief device.

Process unit means equipment assem-
bled to produce a VHAP or its deriva-
tives as intermediates or final prod-
ucts, or equipment assembled to use a
VHAP in the production of a product. A
process unit can operate independently
if supplied with sufficient feed or raw
materials and sufficient product stor-
age facilities.

Process unit shutdown means a work
practice or operational procedure that
stops production from a process unit or
part of a process unit. An unscheduled
work practice or operational procedure

that stops production from a process
unit or part of a process unit for less
than 24 hours is not a process unit
shutdown. The use of spare equipment
and technically feasible bypassing of
equipment without stopping produc-
tion are not process unit shutdowns.

Product accumulator vessel means any
distillate receiver, bottoms receiver,
surge control vessel, or product sepa-
rator in VHAP service that is vented to
atmosphere either directly or through
a vacuum-producing system. A product
accumulator vessel is in VHAP service
if the liquid or the vapor in the vessel
is at least 10 percent by weight VHAP.

Repaired means that equipment is ad-
justed, or otherwise altered, to elimi-
nate a leak.

Semiannual means a 6-month period;
the first semiannual period concludes
on the last day of the last month dur-
ing the 180 days following initial start-
up for new sources; and the first semi-
annual period concludes on the last day
of the last full month during the 180
days after the effective date of a spe-
cific subpart that references this sub-
part for existing sources.

Sensor means a device that measures
a physical quantity or the change in a
physical quantity, such as tempera-
ture, pressure, flow rate, pH, or liquid
level.

Stuffing box pressure means the fluid
(liquid or gas) pressure inside the cas-
ing or housing of a piece of equipment,
on the process side of the inboard seal.

Volatile hazardous air pollutant or
VHAP means a substance regulated
under this part for which a standard for
equipment leaks of the substance has
been proposed and promulgated. Ben-
zene is a VHAP. Vinyl chloride is a
VHAP.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984, as amended at 51 FR 34915, Sept. 30,
1986; 54 FR 38076, Sept. 14, 1989]

§ 61.242–1 Standards: General.

(a) Each owner or operator subject to
the provisions of this subpart shall
demonstrate compliance with the re-
quirements of §§ 61.242–1 to 61.242–11 for
each new and existing source as re-
quired in 40 CFR 61.05, except as pro-
vided in §§ 61.243 and 61.244.
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(b) Compliance with this subpart will
be detemined by review of records, re-
view of performance test results, and
inspection using the methods and pro-
cedures specified in § 61.245.

(c)(1) An owner or operator may re-
quest a determination of alternative
means of emission limitation to the re-
quirements of §§ 61.242–2, 61.242–3,
61.242–5, 61.242–6, 61.242–7, 61.242–8,
61.242–9 and 61.242–11 as provided in
§ 61.244.

(2) If the Administrator makes a de-
termination that a means of emission
limitation is at least a permissible al-
ternative to the requirements of
§ 61.242–2, 61.242–3, 61.242–5, 61.242–6,
61.242–7, 61.242–8, 61.242–9 or 61.242–11, an
owner or operator shall comply with
the requirements of that determina-
tion.

(d) Each piece of equipment to which
this subpart applies shall be marked in
such a manner that it can be distin-
quished readily from other pieces of
equipment.

(e) Equipment that is in vacuum
service is excluded from the require-
ments of § 61.242–2, to § 61.242–11 if it is
identified as required in § 61.246(e)(5).

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984]

§ 61.242–2 Standards: Pumps.
(a)(1) Each pump shall be monitored

monthly to detect leaks by the meth-
ods specified in § 61.245(b), except as
provided in § 61.242–1(c) and paragraphs
(d), (e), and (f) of this section.

(2) Each pump shall be checked by
visual inspection each calendar week
for indications of liquids dripping from
the pump seal.

(b)(1) If an instrument reading of
10,000 ppm or greater is measured, a
leak is detected.

(2) If there are indications of liquids
dripping from the pump seal, a leak is
detected.

(c)(1) When a leak is detected, it shall
be repaired as soon as practicable, but
not later than 15 calendar days after it
is detected, except as provided in
§ 61.242–10.

(2) A first attempt at repair shall be
made no later than 5 calendar days
after each leak is detected.

(d) Each pump equipped with a dual
mechanical seal system that includes a

barrier fluid system is exempt from the
requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b)
of this section, provided the following
requirements are met:

(1) Each dual mechanical seal system
is:

(i) Operated with the barrier fluid at
a pressure that is at all times greater
than the pump stuffing box pressure; or

(ii) Equipped with a barrier fluid
degassing reservior that is connected
by a closed-vent system to a control
device that complies with the require-
ments of § 61.242–11; or

(iii) Equipped with a system that
purges the barrier fluid into a process
stream with zero VHAP emissions to
atmosphere.

(2) The barrier fluid is not in VHAP
service and, if the pump is covered by
standards under 40 CFR part 60, is not
in VOC service.

(3) Each barrier fluid system is
equipped with a sensor that will detect
failure of the seal system, the barrier
fluid system, or both.

(4) Each pump is checked by visual
inspection each calendar week for indi-
cations of liquids dripping from the
pump seal.

(i) If there are indications of liquid
dripping from the pump seal at the
time of the weekly inspection, the
pump shall be monitored as specified in
§ 61.245 to determine the presence of
VOC and VHAP in the barrier fluid.

(ii) If the monitor reading (taking
into account any background readings)
indicates the presence of VHAP, a leak
is detected. For the purpose of this
paragraph, the monitor may be cali-
brated with VHAP, or may employ a
gas chromatography column to limit
the response of the monitor to VHAP,
at the option of the owner or operator.

(iii) If an instrument reading of 10,000
ppm or greater (total VOC) is meas-
ured, a leak is detected.

(5) Each sensor as described in para-
graph (d)(3) of this section is checked
daily or is equipped with an audible
alarm.

(6)(i) The owner or operator deter-
mines, based on design considerations
and operating experience, criteria ap-
plicable to the presence and frequency
of drips and to the sensor that indi-
cates failure of the seal system, the
barrier fluid system, or both.
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(ii) If indications of liquids dripping
from the pump seal exceed the criteria
established in paragraph (d)(6)(i) of this
section, or if, based on the criteria es-
tablished in paragraph (d)(6)(i) of this
section, the sensor indicates failure of
the seal system, the barrier fluid sys-
tem, or both, a leak is detected.

(iii) When a leak is detected, it shall
be repaired as soon as practicable, but
no later than 15 calendar days after it
is detected, except as provided in
§ 61.242–10.

(iv) A first attempt at repair shall be
made no later than five calendar days
after each leak is detected.

(e) Any pump that is designated, as
described in § 61.246(e)(2), for no detect-
able emissions, as indicated by an in-
strument reading of less than 500 ppm
above background, is exempt from the
requirements of paragraphs (a), (c), and
(d) if the pump:

(1) Has no externally actuated shaft
penetrating the pump housing,

(2) Is demonstrated to be operating
with no detectable emissions, as indi-
cated by an instrument reading of less
than 500 ppm above background, as
measured by the method specified in
§ 61.245(c), and

(3) Is tested for compliance with
paragraph (e)(2) initially upon designa-
tion, annually, and at other times re-
quested by the Administrator.

(f) If any pump is equipped with a
closed-vent system capable of captur-
ing and transporting any leakage from
the seal or seals to a control device
that complies with the requirements of
§ 61.242–11, it is exempt from the re-
quirements of paragraphs (a)–(e).

(g) Any pump that is located within
the boundary of an unmanned plant
site is exempt from the weekly visual
inspection requirement of paragraphs
(a)(2) and (d)(4) of this section, and the
daily requirements of paragraph
(d)(5)(i) of this section, provided that
each pump is visually inspected as
often as practicable and at least
monthly.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984, as amended at 49
FR 38946, Oct. 2, 1984; 55 FR 28349, July 10,
1990]

§ 61.242–3 Standards: Compressors.
(a) Each compressor shall be

equipped with a seal system that in-

cludes a barrier fluid system and that
prevents leakage of process fluid to at-
mosphere, except as provided in
§ 61.242–1(c) and paragraphs (h) and (i)
of this section.

(b) Each compressor seal system as
required in paragraph (a) shall be:

(1) Operated with the barrier fluid at
a pressure that is greater than the
compressor stuffing box pressure; or

(2) Equipped with a barrier fluid sys-
tem that is connected by a closed-vent
system to a control device that com-
plies with the requirements of § 61.242–
11; or

(3) Equipped with a system that
purges the barrier fluid into a process
stream with zero VHAP emissions to
atmosphere.

(c) The barrier fluid shall not be in
VHAP service and, if the compressor is
covered by standards under 40 CFR part
60, shall not be in VOC service.

(d) Each barrier fluid system as de-
scribed in paragraphs (a)–(c) of this sec-
tion shall be equipped with a sensor
that will detect failure of the seal sys-
tem, barrier fluid system, or both.

(e)(1) Each sensor as required in para-
graph (d) of this section shall be
checked daily or shall be equipped with
an audible alarm unless the compressor
is located within the boundary of an
unmanned plant site.

(2) The owner or operator shall deter-
mine, based on design considerations
and operating experience, a criterion
that indicates failure of the seal sys-
tem, the barrier fluid system, or both.

(f) If the sensor indicates failure of
the seal system, the barrier fluid sys-
tem, or both based on the criterion de-
termined under paragraph (e)(2) of this
section, a leak is detected.

(g)(1) When a leak is detected, it
shall be repaired as soon as practicable,
but not later than 15 calendar days
after it is detected, except as provided
in § 61.242–10.

(2) A first attempt at repair shall be
made no later than 5 calendar days
after eack leak is detected.

(h) A compressor is exempt from the
requirements of paragraphs (a) and (b)
if it is equipped with a closed-vent sys-
tem capable of capturing and trans-
porting any leakage from the seal to a
control device that complies with the
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requirements of § 61.242–11, except as
provided in paragraph (i).

(i) Any Compressor that is des-
ignated, as described in § 61.246(e)(2), for
no detectable emission as indicated by
an instrument reading of less than 500
ppm above background is exempt from
the requirements of paragraphs (a)–(h)
if the compressor:

(1) Is demonstrated to be operating
with no detectable emissions, as indi-
cated by an instrument reading of less
than 500 ppm above background, as
measured by the method specified in
§ 61.245(c); and

(2) Is tested for compliance with
paragraph (i)(1) initially upon designa-
tion, annually, and at other times re-
quested by the Administrator.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984]

§ 61.242–4 Standards: Pressure relief
devices in gas/vapor service.

(a) Except during pressure releases,
each pressure relief device in gas/vapor
service shall be operated with no de-
tectable emissions, as indicated by an
instrument reading of less than 500
ppm above background, as measured by
the method specified in § 61.245(c).

(b)(1) After each pressure release, the
pressure relief device shall be returned
to a condition of no detectable emis-
sions, as indicated by an instrument
reading of less than 500 ppm above
background, as soon as practicable, but
no later than 5 calendar days after
each pressure release, except as pro-
vided in § 61.242–10.

(2) No later than 5 calendar days
after the pressure release, the pressure
relief device shall be monitored to con-
firm the condition of no detectable
emissions, as indicated by an instru-
ment reading of less than 500 ppm
above background, as measured by the
method specified in § 61.245(c).

(c) Any pressure relief device that is
equipped with a closed-vent system ca-
pable of capturing and transporting
leakage from the pressure relief device
to a control device as described in
§ 61.242–11 is exempt from the require-
ments of paragraphs (a) and (b).

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984]

§ 61.242–5 Standards: Sampling con-
necting systems.

(a) Each sampling connection system
shall be equipped with a closed-purge
system or closed vent system, except
as provided in § 61.242–1(c).

(b) Each closed-purge system or
closed-vent system as required in para-
graph (a) shall:

(1) Return the purged process fluid
directly to the process line with zero
VHAP emissions to atmosphere; or

(2) Collect and recycle the purged
process fluid with zero VHAP emissions
to atmosphere; or

(3) Be designed and operated to cap-
ture and transport all the purged proc-
ess fluid to a control device that com-
plies with the requirements of § 61.242–
11.

(c) In-situ sampling systems are ex-
empt from the requirements of para-
graphs (a) and (b).

§ 61.242–6 Standards: Open-ended
valves or lines.

(a)(1) Each open-ended valve or line
shall be equipped with a cap, blind
flange, plug, or a second valve, except
as provided in § 61.242–1(c).

(2) The cap, blind flange, plug, or sec-
ond valve shall seal the open end at all
times except during operations requir-
ing process fluid flow through the
open-ended valve or line.

(b) Each open-ended valve or line
equipped with a second valve shall be
operated in a manner such that the
valve on the process fluid end is closed
before the second valve is closed.

(c) When a double block and bleed
system is being used, the bleed valve or
line may remain open during oper-
ations that require venting the line be-
tween the block valves but shall com-
ply with paragraph (a) at all other
times.

§ 61.242–7 Standards: Valves.
(a) Each valve shall be monitored

monthly to detect leaks by the method
specified in § 61.245(b) and shall comply
with paragraphs (b)–(e), except as pro-
vided in paragraphs (f), (g), and (h) of
this section, § 61.243–1 or § 61.243–2, and
§ 61.242–1(c).

(b) If an instrument reading of 10,000
ppm or greater is measured, a leak is
detected.
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(c)(1) Any valve for which a leak is
not detected for 2 successive months
may be monitored the first month of
every quarter, beginning with the next
quarter, until a leak is detected.

(2) If a leak is detected, the valve
shall be monitored monthly until a
leak is not detected for 2 successive
months.

(d)(1) When a leak is detected, it
shall be repaired as soon as practicable,
but no later than 15 calendar days after
the leak is detected, except as provided
in § 61.242–10.

(2) A first attempt at repair shall be
made no later than 5 calendar days
after each leak is detected.

(e) First attempts at repair include,
but are not limited to, the following
best practices where practicable:

(1) Tightening of bonnet bolts;
(2) Replacement of bonnet bolts;
(3) Tightening of packing gland nuts;

and
(4) Injection of lubricant into lubri-

cated packing.
(f) Any valve that is designated, as

described in § 61.246(e)(2), for no detect-
able emissions, as indicated by an in-
strument reading of less than 500 ppm
above background, is exempt from the
requirements of paragraph (a) if the
valve:

(1) Has no external actuating mecha-
nism in contact with the process fluid;

(2) Is operated with emissions less
than 500 ppm above background, as
measured by the method specified in
§ 61.245(c); and

(3) Is tested for compliance with
paragraph (f)(2) initially upon designa-
tion, annually, and at other times re-
quested by the Administrator.

(g) Any valve that is designated, as
described in § 61.246(f)(1), as an unsafe-
to-monitor valve is exempt from the
requirements of paragraph (a) if:

(1) The owner or operator of the valve
demonstrates that the valve is unsafe
to monitor because monitoring person-
nel would be exposed to an immediate
danger as a consequence of complying
with paragraph (a); and

(2) The owner or operator of the valve
has a written plan that requires mon-
itoring of the valve as frequent as prac-
ticable during safe-to-monitor times.

(h) Any valve that is designated, as
described in § 61.246(f)(2), as a difficult-

to-monitor valve is exempt from the
requirements of paragraph (a) if:

(1) The owner or operator of the valve
demonstrates that the valve cannot be
monitored without elevating the mon-
itoring personnel more than 2 meters
above a support surface;

(2) The process unit within which the
valve is located is an existing process
unit; and

(3) The owner or operator of the valve
follows a written plan that requires
monitoring of the valve at least once
per calendar year.

§ 61.242–8 Standards: Pressure relief
devices in liquid service and
flanges and other connectors.

(a) Pressure relief devices in liquid
service and flanges and other connec-
tors shall be monitored within 5 days
by the method specified in § 61.245(b) if
evidence of a potential leak is found by
visual, audible, olfactory, or any other
detection method, except at provided
in § 61.242–1(c).

(b) If an instrument reading of 10,000
ppm or greater is measured, a leak is
detected.

(c)(1) When a leak is detected, it shall
be repaired as soon as practicable, but
not later than 15 calendar days after it
is detected, except as provided in
§ 61.242–10.

(2) The first attempt at repair shall
be made no later than 5 calendar days
after each leak is detected.

(d) First attempts at repair include,
but are not limited to, the best prac-
tices described under § 61.242–7(e).

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984]

§ 61.242–9 Standards: Product accumu-
lator vessels.

Each product accumulator vessel
shall be equipped with a closed-vent
system capable of capturing and trans-
porting any leakage from the vessel to
a control device as described in § 61.242–
11, except as provided in § 61.242–1(c).

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984]

§ 61.242–10 Standards: Delay of repair.

(a) Delay of repair of equipment for
which leaks have been detected will be
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allowed if the repair is technically in-
feasible without a process unit shut-
down. Repair of this equipment shall
occur before the end of the next process
unit shutdown.

(b) Delay of repair of equipment for
which leaks have been detected will be
allowed for equipment that is isolated
from the process and that does not re-
main in VHAP service.

(c) Delay of repair for valves will be
allowed if:

(1) The owner or operator dem-
onstrates that emissions of purged ma-
terial resulting from immediate repair
are greater than the fugitive emissions
likely to result from delay of repair,
and

(2) When repair procedures are ef-
fected, the purged material is collected
and destroyed or recovered in a control
device complying with § 61.242–11.

(d) Delay of repair for pumps will be
allowed if:

(1) Repair requires the use of a dual
mechanical seal system that includes a
barrier fluid system, and

(2) Repair is completed as soon as
practicable, but not later than 6
months after the leak was detected.

(e) Delay of repair beyond a process
unit shutdown will be allowed for a
valve if valve assembly replacement is
necessary during the process unit shut-
down, valve assembly supplies have
been depleted, and valve assembly sup-
plies had been sufficiently stocked be-
fore the supplies were depleted. Delay
of repair beyond the next process unit
shutdown will not be allowed unless
the next process unit shutdown occurs
sooner than 6 months after the first
process unit shutdown.

§ 61.242–11 Standards: Closed-vent sys-
tems and control devices.

(a) Owners or operators of closed-
vent systems and control devices used
to comply with provisions of this sub-
part shall comply with the provisions
of this section, except as provided in
§ 61.242–1(c).

(b) Vapor recovery systems (for ex-
ample, condensers and adsorbers) shall
be designed and operated to recover the
organic vapors vented to them with an
efficiency of 95 percent or greater.

(c) Enclosed combustion devices shall
be designed and operated to reduce the

VHAP emissions vented to them with
an efficiency of 95 percent or greater or
to provide a minimum residence time
of 0.50 seconds at a minimum tempera-
ture of 760°C.

(d) Flares shall used to comply with
this subpart shall comply with the re-
quirements of § 60.18.

(e) Owners or operators of control de-
vices that are used to comply with the
provisions of this supbart shall mon-
itor these control devices to ensure
that they are operated and maintained
in conformance with their design.

(f)(1) Closed-vent systems shall be de-
signed for and operated with no detect-
able emissions, as indicated by an in-
strument reading of less than 500 ppm
above background and by visual inspec-
tions, as determined by the methods
specified as § 61.245(c).

(2) Closed-event systems shall be
monitored to determine compliance
with this section initially in accord-
ance with § 61.05, annually, and at other
times requested by the administrator.

(3) Leaks, as indicated by an instru-
ment reading greater than 500 ppm and
visual inspections, shall be repaired as
soon as practicable, but not later than
15 calendar days after the leak is de-
tected.

(4) A first attempt at repair shall be
made no later than 5 calendar days
after the leak is detected.

(g) Closed-vent systems and control
devices use to comply with provisions
of this subpart shall be operated at all
times when emissions may be vented to
them.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984; 49 FR 38946, Oct. 2,
1984, as amended at 51 FR 2702, Jan. 21, 1986]

§ 61.243–1 Alternative standards for
valves in VHAP service—allowable
percentage of valves leaking.

(a) An owner or operator may elect
to have all valves within a process unit
to comply with an allowable percent-
age of valves leaking of equal to or less
than 2.0 percent.

(b) The following requirements shall
be met if an owner or operator decides
to comply with an allowable percent-
age of valves leaking:

(1) An owner or operator must notify
the Administrator that the owner or
operator has elected to have all valves
within a process unit to comply with
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the allowable percentage of valves
leaking before implementing this alter-
native standard, as specified in
§ 61.247(d).

(2) A performance test as specified in
paragraph (c) of this section shall be
conducted initially upon designation,
annually, and at other times requested
by the Administrator.

(3) If a valve leak is detected, it shall
be repaired in accordance with § 61.242–
7(d) and (e).

(c) Performance tests shall be con-
ducted in the following manner:

(1) All valves in VHAP service within
the process unit shall be monitored
within 1 week by the methods specified
in § 61.245(b).

(2) If an instrument reading of 10,000
ppm or greater is measured, a leak is
detected.

(3) The leak percentage shall be de-
termined by dividing the number of
valves in VHAP service for which leaks
are detected by the number of valves in
VHAP service within the process unit.

(d) Owner or operators who elect to
have all valves comply with this alter-
native standard shall not have a proc-
ess unit with a leak percentage greater
than 2.0 percent.

(e) If an owner or operator decides no
longer to comply with § 61.243–1, the
owner or operator must notify the Ad-
ministrator in writing that the work
practice standard described in § 61.242–
7(a)-(e) will be followed.

§ 61.243–2 Alternative standards for
valves in VHAP service—skip pe-
riod leak detection and repair.

(a)(1) An owner or operator may elect
for all valves within a process unit to
comply with one of the alternative
work practices specified in paragraphs
(b)(2) and (3) of this section.

(2) An owner or operator must notify
the Administrator before implement-
ing one of the alternative work prac-
tices, as specified in § 61.247(d).

(b)(1) An owner or operator shall
comply initially with the requirements
for valves, as described in § 61.242–7.

(2) After 2 consecutive quarterly leak
detection periods with the percentage
of valves leaking equal to or less than
2.0, an owner or operator may begin to
skip 1 of the quarterly leak detection
periods for the valves in VHAP service.

(3) After 5 consecutive quarterly leak
detection periods with the percentage
of valves leaking equal to or less than
2.0, an owner or operator may begin to
skip 3 of the quartely leak detection
periods for the valves in VHAP service.

(4) If the percentage of valves leaking
is greater than 2.0, the owner or opera-
tor shall comply with the requirements
as described in § 61.242–7 but may again
elect to use this section.

§ 61.244 Alternative means of emission
limitation.

(a) Permission to use an alternative
means of emission limitation under
section 112(e)(3) of the Clean Air Act
shall be governed by the following pro-
cedures:

(b) Where the standard is an equip-
ment, design, or operational require-
ment:

(1) Each owner or operator applying
for permission shall be responsible for
collecting and verifying test data for
an alternative means of emission limi-
tation.limitation to test data for the
equipment, design, and operational re-
quirements.

(3) The Administrator may condition
the permission on requirements that
may be necessary to assure operation
and maintenance to achieve the same
emission reduction as the equipment,
design, and operational requirements.

(c) Where the standard is a work
practice:

(1) Each owner or operator applying
for permission shall be responsible for
collecting and verifying test data for
an alternative means of emission limi-
tation.

(2) For each source for which permis-
sion is requested, the emission reduc-
tion achieved by the required work
practices shall be demonstrated for a
minimum period of 12 months.

(3) For each source for which permis-
sion is requested, the emission reduc-
tion achieved by the alternative means
of emission limitation shall be dem-
onstrated.

(4) Each owner or operator applying
for permission shall commit in writing
each source to work practices that pro-
vide for emission reductions equal to or
greater than the emission reductions
achieved by the required work prac-
tices.
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(5) The Administrator will compare
the demonstrated emission reduction
for the alternative means of emission
limitation to the demonstrated emis-
sion reduction for the required work
practices and will consider the com-
mitment in paragraph (c)(4).

(6) The Administrator may condition
the permission on requirements that
may be necessary to assure operation
and maintenance to achieve the same
emission reduction as the required
work practices of this subpart.

(d) An owner or operator may offer a
unique approach to demonstrate the al-
ternative means of emission limita-
tion.

(e)(1) Manufacturers of equipment
used to control equipment leaks of a
VHAP may apply to the Administrator
for permission for an alternative means
of emission limitation that achieves a
reduction in emissions of the VHAP
achieved by the equipment, design, and
operational requirements of this sub-
part.

(2) The Administrator will grant per-
mission according to the provisions of
paragraphs (b), (c), and (d).

§ 61.245 Test methods and procedures.
(a) Each owner or operator subject to

the provisions of this subpart shall
comply with the test methods and pro-
cedures requirements provided in this
section.

(b) Monitoring, as required in
§§ 61.242, 61.243, 61.244, and 61.135, shall
comply with the following require-
ments:

(1) Monitoring shall comply with
Method 21 of appendix A of 40 CFR part
60.

(2) The detection instrument shall
meet the performance criteria of Ref-
erence Method 21.

(3) The instrument shall be cali-
brated before use on each day of its use
by the procedures specified in Ref-
erence Method 21.

(4) Calibration gases shall be:
(i) Zero air (less than 10 ppm of hy-

drocarbon in air); and
(ii) A mixture of methane or n-

hexane and air at a concentration of
approximately, but less than, 10,000
ppm methane or n-hexane.

(5) The instrument probe shall be tra-
versed around all potential leak inter-

faces as close to the interface as pos-
sible as described in Reference Method
21.

(c) When equipment is tested for
compliance with or monitored for no
detectable emissions, the owner or op-
erator shall comply with the following
requirements:

(1) The requirements of paragraphs
(b) (1) through (4) shall apply.

(2) The background level shall be de-
termined, as set forth in Reference
Method 21.

(3) The instrument probe shall be tra-
versed around all potential leak inter-
faces as close to the interface as pos-
sible as described in Reference Method
21.

(4) The arithmetic difference between
the maximum concentration indicated
by the instrument and the background
level is compared with 500 ppm for de-
termining compliance.

(d)(1) Each piece of equipment within
a process unit that can conceivably
contain equipment in VHAP service is
presumed to be in VHAP service unless
an owner or operator demonstrates
that the piece of equipment is not in
VHAP service. For a piece of equip-
ment to be considered not in VHAP
service, it must be determined that the
percent VHAP content can be reason-
ably expected never to exceed 10 per-
cent by weight. For purposes of deter-
mining the percent VHAP content of
the process fluid that is contained in or
contacts equipment, procedures that
conform to the methods described in
ASTM Method D–2267 (incorporated by
the reference as specified in § 61.18)
shall be used.

(2)(i) An owner or operator may use
engineering judgment rather than the
procedures in paragraph (d)(1) of this
section to demonstrate that the per-
cent VHAP content does not exceed 10
percent by weight, provided that the
engineering judgment demonstrates
that the VHAP content clearly does
not exceed 10 percent by weight. When
an owner or operator and the Adminis-
trator do not agree on whether a piece
of equipment is not in VHAP service,
however, the procedures in paragraph
(d)(1) of this section shall be used to re-
solve the disagreement.

(ii) If an owner or operator deter-
mines that a piece of equipment is in
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VHAP service, the determination can
be revised only after following the pro-
cedures in paragraph (d)(1) of this sec-
tion.

(3) Samples used in determining the
percent VHAP content shall be rep-
resentative of the process fluid that is
contained in or contacts the equipment
or the gas being combusted in the flare.

(e)(1) Method 22 of appendix A of 40
CFR part 60 shall be used to determine
compliance of flares with the visible
emission provisions of this subpart.

(2) The presence of a flare pilot flame
shall be monitored using a thermo-
couple or any other equivalent device
to detect the presence of a flame.

(3) The net heating value of the gas
being combusted in a flare shall be cal-
culated using the following equation:

H K C HT i i
i

n

=





=
∑

1

Where:
HT=Net heating value of the sample, MJ/scm;

where the net enthalpy per mole of offgas
is based on combustion at 25° C and 760
mm Hg, but the standard temperature
for determining the volume correspond-
ing to one mole is 20° C.

K=Constant, 1.74×10–¥7 (1/ppm) (g mole/scm)
(MJ/kcal) where standard temperature for
(g mole/scm) is 20° C

Ci=Concentration of sample component i in
ppm, as measured by Reference Method 18
of Appendix A of 40 FR part 60 and ASTM
D2504–67 (reapproved 1977) (incorporated by
reference as specified in § 61.18).

Hi=Net heat of combustion of sample compo-
nent i, kcal/g mole. The heats of combus-
tion may be determined using ASTM
D2382–76 (incorporated by reference as
specified in § 61.18) if published values are
not available or cannot be calculated.

(4) The actual exit velocity of a flare
shall be determined by dividing the
volumetric flowrate (in units of stand-
ard temperature and pressure), as de-
termined by Reference Method 2, 2A,
2C, or 2D, as appropriate, by the unob-
structed (free) cross section area of the
flare tip.

(5) The maximum permitted velocity,
Vmax, for air-assisted flares shall be de-
termined by the following equation:≤

VMax=8.76+0.7084(HT)

Where:
VMax=Maximum permitted velocity, m/sec
8.706=Constant.

0.7084=Constant.
HT=The net heating value as determined in

paragraph (e)(3) of this section.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984, as amended at 49
FR 38946, Oct. 2, 1984; 49 FR 43647, Oct. 31,
1984; 53 FR 36972, Sept. 23, 1988; 54 FR 38077,
Sept. 14, 1989]

§ 61.246 Recordkeeping requirements.
(a)(1) Each owner or operator subject

to the provisions of this subpart shall
comply with the recordkeeping re-
quirements of this section.

(2) An owner or operator of more
than one process unit subject to the
provisions of this subpart may comply
with the recordkeeping requirements
for these process units in one record-
keeping system if the system identifies
each record by each process unit.

(b) When each leak is detected as
specified in §§ 61.242–2, 61.242–3, 61.242–7,
61.242–8, and 61.135, the following re-
quirements apply:

(1) A weatherproof and readily visible
identification, marked with the equip-
ment identification number, shall be
attached to the leaking equipment.

(2) The identification on a valve may
be removed after it has been monitored
for 2 successive months as specified in
§ 61.242–7(c) and no leak has been de-
tected during those 2 months.

(3) The identification on equipment,
except on a valve, may be removed
after it has been repaired.

(c) When each leak is detected as
specified in §§ 61.242–2, 61.242–3. 61.242–7,
61.242–8, and 61.135, the following infor-
mation shall be recorded in a log and
shall be kept for 2 years in a readily ac-
cessible location:

(1) The instrument and operator iden-
tification numbers and the equipment
identification number.

(2) The date the leak was detected
and the dates of each attempt to repair
the leak.

(3) Repair methods applied in each
attempt to repair the leak.

(4) ‘‘Above 10,000’’ if the maximum in-
strument reading measured by the
methods specified in § 61.245(a) after
each repair attempt is equal to or
greater than 10,000 ppm.

(5) ‘‘Repair delayed’’ and the reason
for the delay if a leak is not repaired
within 15 calendar days after discovery
of the leak.
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(6) The signature of the owner or op-
erator (or designate) whose decision it
was that repair could not be effected
without a process shutdown.

(7) The expected date of successful re-
pair of the leak if a leak is not repaired
within 15 calendar days.

(8) Dates of process unit shutdowns
that occur while the equipment is
unrepaired.

(9) The date of successful repair of
the leak.

(d) The following information per-
taining to the design requirements for
closed-vent systems and control de-
vices described in § 61.242–11 shall be re-
corded and kept in a readily accessible
location:

(1) Detailed schematics, design speci-
fications, and piping and instrumenta-
tion diagrams.

(2) The dates and descriptions of any
changes in the design specifications.

(3) A description of the parameter or
parameters monitored, as required in
§ 61.242–11(e), to ensure that control de-
vices are operated and maintained in
conformance with their design and an
explanation of why that parameter (or
parameters) was selected for the mon-
itoring.

(4) Periods when the closed-vent sys-
tems and control devices required in
§§ 61.242–2, 61.242–3, 61.242–4, 61.242–5 and
61.242–9 are not operated as designed,
including periods when a flare pilot
light does not have a flame.

(5) Dates of startups and shutdowns
of the closed-vent systems and control
devices required in §§ 61.242–2, 61.242–3,
61.242–4, 61.242–5 and 61.242–9.

(e) The following information per-
taining to all equipment to which a
standard applies shall be recorded in a
log that is kept in a readily accessible
location:

(1) A list of identification numbers
for equipment (except welded fittings)
subject to the requirements of this sub-
part.

(2)(i) A list of identification numbers
for equipment that the owner or opera-
tor elects to designate for no detect-
able emissions as indicated by an in-
strument reading of less than 500 ppm
above background.

(ii) The designation of this equip-
ment for no detectable emissions shall
be signed by the owner or operator.

(3) A list of equipment identification
numbers for pressure relief devices re-
quired to comply with § 61.242–4(a).

(4)(i) The dates of each compliance
test required in §§ 61.242–2(e), 61.242–3(i),
61.242–4, 61.242–7(f), and 61.135(g).

(ii) The background level measured
during each compliance test.

(iii) The maximum instrument read-
ing measured at the equipment during
each compliance test.

(5) A list of identification numbers
for equipment in vacuum service.

(f) The following information per-
taining to all valves subject to the re-
quirements of § 61.242–7(g) and (h) shall
be recorded in a log that is kept in a
readily accessible location:

(1) A list of identification numbers
for valves that are designated as unsafe
to monitor, an explanation for each
valve stating why the valve is unsafe
to monitor, and the plan for monitor-
ing each valve.

(2) A list of identification numbers
for valves that are designated as dif-
ficult to monitor, an explanation for
each valve stating why the valve is dif-
ficult to monitor, and the planned
schedule for monitoring each valve.

(g) The following information shall
be recorded for valves complying with
§ 61.243–2:

(1) A schedule of monitoring.
(2) The percent of valves found leak-

ing during each monitoring period.
(h) The following information shall

be recorded in a log that is kept in a
readily accessible location:

(1) Design criterion required in
§§ 61.242–2(d)(5), 61.242–3(e)(2), and
61.135(e)(4) and an explanation of the
design criterion; and

(2) Any changes to this criterion and
the reasons for the changes.

(i) The following information shall be
recorded in a log that is kept in a read-
ily accessible location for use in deter-
mining exemptions as provided in the
applicability section of this subpart
and other specific subparts:

(1) An analysis demonstrating the de-
sign capacity of the process unit, and

(2) An analysis demonstrating that
equipment is not in VHAP service.

(j) Information and data used to dem-
onstrate that a piece of equipment is
not in VHAP service shall be recorded
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in a log that is kept in a readily acces-
sible location.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984, as amended at 49
FR 38946, Oct. 2, 1984; 54 FR 38077, Sept. 14,
1989]

§ 61.247 Reporting requirements.
(a)(1) An owner or operator of any

piece of equipment to which this sub-
part applies shall submit a statement
in writing notifying the Administrator
that the requirements of §§ 61.242,
61.245, 61.246, and 61.247 are being imple-
mented.

(2) In the case of an existing source
or a new source which has an initial
startup date preceding the effective
date, the statement is to be submitted
within 90 days of the effective date, un-
less a waiver of compliance is granted
under § 61.11, along with the informa-
tion required under § 61.10. If a waiver
of compliance is granted, the state-
ment is to be submitted on a date
scheduled by the Administrator.

(3) In the case of new sources which
did not have an initial startup date
preceding the effective date, the state-
ment shall be submitted with the appli-
cation for approval of construction, as
described in § 61.07.

(4) The statement is to contain the
following information for each source:

(i) Equipment identification number
and process unit identification.

(ii) Type of equipment (for example,
a pump or pipeline valve).

(iii) Percent by weight VHAP in the
fluid at the equipment.

(iv) Process fluid state at the equip-
ment (gas/vapor or liquid).

(v) Method of compliance with the
standard (for example, ‘‘monthly leak
detection and repair’’ or ‘‘equipped
with dual mechanical seals’’).

(b) A report shall be submitted to the
Administrator semiannually starting 6
months after the initial report required
in paragraph (a) of this section, that
includes the following information:

(1) Process unit identification.
(2) For each month during the semi-

annual reporting period,
(i) Number of valves for which leaks

were detected as described in § 61.242–
7(b) of § 61.243–2.

(ii) Number of valves for which leaks
were not repaired as required in
§ 61.242–7(d).

(iii) Number of pumps for which leaks
were detected as described in § 61.242–2
(b) and (d)(6).

(iv) Number of pumps for which leaks
were not repaired as required in
§ 61.242–2 (c) and (d)(6).

(v) Number of compressors for which
leaks were detected as described in
§ 61.242–3(f).

(vi) Number of compressors for which
leaks were not repaired as required in
§ 61.242–3(g).

(vii) The facts that explain any delay
of repairs and, where appropriate, why
a process unit shutdown was tech-
nically infeasible.

(3) Dates of process unit shutdowns
which occurred within the semiannual
reporting period.

(4) Revisions to items reported ac-
cording to paragraph (a) if changes
have occurred since the initial report
or subsequent revisions to the initial
report.

NOTE: Compliance with the requirements
of § 61.10(c) is not required for revisions docu-
mented under this paragraph.

(5) The results of all performance
tests and monitoring to determine
compliance with no detectable emis-
sions and with §§61.243—1 and 61.243—2
conducted within the semiannual re-
porting period.

(c) In the first report submitted as
required in paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion, the report shall include a report-
ing schedule stating the months that
semiannual reports shall be submitted.
Subsequent reports shall be submitted
according to that schedule, unless a re-
vised schedule has been submitted in a
previous semiannual report.

(d) An owner or operator electing to
comply with the provisions of §§ 61.243–
1 and 61.243–2 shall notify the Adminis-
trator of the alternative standard se-
lected 90 days before implementing ei-
ther of the provisions.

(e) An application for approval of
construction or modification, §§ 61.05(a)
and 61.07, will not be required if—

(1) The new source complies with the
standard, § 61.242;

(2) The new source is not part of the
construction of a process unit; and

(3) In the next semiannual report re-
quired by paragraph (b) of this section,
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the information in paragraph (a)(4) of
this section is reported.

[49 FR 23513, June 6, 1984, as amended at 49
FR 38947, Oct. 2, 1984; 54 FR 38077, Sept. 14,
1989]

Subpart W—National Emission
Standards for Radon Emissions
From Operating Mill Tailings

SOURCE: 54 FR 51703, Dec. 15, 1989, unless
otherwise noted.

§ 61.250 Designation of facilities.
The provisions of this subpart apply

to owners or operators of facilities li-
censed to manage uranium byproduct
materials during and following the
processing of uranium ores, commonly
referred to as uranium mills and their
associated tailings. This subpart does
not apply to the disposal of tailings.

§ 61.251 Definitions.
As used in this subpart, all terms not

defined here have the meaning given
them in the Clean Air Act or 40 CFR
part 61, subpart A. The following terms
shall have the following specific mean-
ings:

(a) Area means the vertical projec-
tion of the pile upon the earth’s sur-
face.

(b) Continuous disposal means a meth-
od of tailings management and disposal
in which tailings are dewatered by me-
chanical methods immediately after
generation. The dried tailings are then
placed in trenches or other disposal
areas and immediately covered to limit
emissions consistent with applicable
Federal standards.

(c) Dewatered means to remove the
water from recently produced tailings
by mechanical or evaporative methods
such that the water content of the
tailings does not exceed 30 percent by
weight.

(d) Existing impoundment means any
uranium mill tailings impoundment
which is licensed to accept additional
tailings and is in existence as of De-
cember 15, 1989.

(e) Operation means that an impound-
ment is being used for the continued
placement of new tailings or is in
standby status for such placement. An
impoundment is in operation from the

day that tailings are first placed in the
impoundment until the day that final
closure begins.

(f) Phased disposal means a method of
tailings management and disposal
which uses lined impoundments which
are filled and then immediately dried
and covered to meet all applicable Fed-
eral standards.

(g) Uranium byproduct material or
tailings means the waste produced by
the extraction or concentration of ura-
nium from any ore processed primarily
for its source material content. Ore
bodies depleted by uranium solution
extraction and which remain under-
ground do not constitute byproduct
material for the purposes of this sub-
part.

§ 61.252 Standard.
(a) Radon-222 emissions to the ambi-

ent air from an existing uranium mill
tailings pile shall not exceed 20 pCi/m2–
s of radon-222.

(b) After December 15, 1989, no new
tailings impoundment can be built un-
less it is designed, constructed and op-
erated to meet one of the two following
work practices:

(1) Phased disposal in lined tailings
impoundments that are no more than
40 acres in area and meet the require-
ments of 40 CFR 192.32(a) as determined
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion. The owner or operator shall have
no more than two impoundments, in-
cluding existing impoundments, in op-
eration at any one time.

(2) Continuous disposal of tailings
such that tailings are dewatered and
immediately disposed with no more
than 10 acres uncovered at any time
and operated in accordance with
§ 192.32(a) as determined by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

(c) All mill owners or operators shall
comply with the provisions of 40 CFR
192.32(a) in the operation of tailings
piles, the exemption for existing piles
in 40 CFR 192.32(a) notwithstanding.

§ 61.253 Determining compliance.
Compliance with the emission stand-

ard in this subpart shall be determined
annually through the use of Method 115
of appendix B. When measurements are
to be made over a one year period, EPA
shall be provided with a schedule of the
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